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cells. Embryonic stem (ES) cells can give rise to any cell type of the organism. The origin of ES

cells is unclear, however, due to a lack of suitable markers and absence of knowledge of
pluripotency-associated mechanisms. Here we describe the generation of mouse ES cells through
the introduction of the Oct3/4-promoter-driven GFP gene into the Oct4 locus. These ES cells are
pluripotent, express Oct3/4 and GFP, and make undifferentiated colonies and teratomas. The ES
cell line JM8A3 is closely related to the well-established cell line JM8, which is derived from the

same ES cell line and has been used for biochemical analysis of Oct3/4 in mouse ES cells.
Examination of the nuclei of JM8A3 ES cells using a GFP filter cube revealed that Oct3/4 is nuclear,
consistent with its role as a transcription factor. The previous demonstration of Oct3/4 and Nanog

expression in human ES cells suggests that mouse and human ES cells possess a common
developmental origin.Tuberculosis (TB) is the leading cause of infectious disease mortality,
claiming more than 2 million lives per year worldwide. The majority of these deaths occur in

developing nations. HIV-associated TB is now the leading cause of death among people living with
HIV. The majority of deaths among people with HIV in South Africa were due to TB, and there is a
high incidence of both TB and HIV in this region. This is due in part to the prevalence of TB in the
country. The incidence of TB is a reflection of the host immune response to M. tuberculosis (Mtb),
and Mtb is a potent modulator of the host immune response, establishing a latent or persistent

infection. The ability to be able to better understand the cellular immune mechanisms that
contribute to TB pathogenesis will allow for the development of effective vaccines and therapies

for TB, as well as allow for the development of therapies for HIV-associated TB. Phag
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am building a map pathfinding library using the d3.js library. I have been searching for a solution
to get a starting position and final position from a starting node and a selected node. What I found
mostly is d3.geo or d3.tree. I am looking for a solution that doesnt make any assumptions about
node adjacency or a tree shape. Are there any suggestions? A: Check out this Q: How to find the

measure of the intersection of two sets? Say we have two sets $A$ and $B$, and $C$ is their
intersection. Find the measure of $C$. I've already proven that if there is a set $D \in \mathcal{F}$
that contains $C$ and not $A$, then $\mu(C) = \mu(D)$. $\mu(A) + \mu(B) = \mu(A) + \mu(B) =

1$. In other words, $\mu(A \cup B) = 1$. Therefore, $\mu(C) = \mu(A \cup B
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